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Abstract
The liver is the primary organ responsible for clearing most drugs from the body and 
thus determines systemic drug concentrations over time. Drug clearance by the liver 
appears to be directly related to organ size. In children, organ size changes as children 
age and grow. Liver volume has been correlated with body surface area (BSA) in 
healthy children and adults and has been estimated by functions of BSA. However, 
these relationships were derived from “typical” populations and it is unknown whether 
they extend to estimations of liver volumes for population “outliers,” such as children 
with overweight or obesity, who today represent one- third of the pediatric population. 
Using computerized tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, this study measured 
liver volumes in 99 children (2– 21 years) with normal weight, overweight, or obesity 
and compared organ measurements with estimates calculated using an established 
liver volume equation. A previously developed equation relating BSA to liver volume 
adequately estimates liver volumes in children, regardless of weight status.

Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
Liver anatomy and physiology are key determinants of hepatic drug metabolizing 
capacity captured by physiologically- based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models. Liver 
volumes in children with normal weight have been estimated as a function of body sur-
face area (BSA), age, and other anthropometric features. These relationships have not 
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INTRODUCTION

Prior to the Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act (BPCA) 
in 2002, drugs had not been frequently or extensively inves-
tigated in children. Therefore, there remains much to learn 
regarding pediatric drug disposition (pharmacokinetics 
[PK]) and response (pharmacodynamics [PD]. Additionally, 
there are some challenges in fully characterizing pediatric 
PK and PD. The pediatric population represents a dynamic 
and heterogenous group of patients whose inherent and dy-
namic characteristics (e.g., age, size, stage of biologic devel-
opment, and organ maturation) can significantly influence 
drug PK and PD. Furthermore, it is often more challeng-
ing to conduct pediatric pharmacology trials compared with 
adults and investigations may be especially difficult to im-
plement for subpopulations of children, resulting in small 
study sample size.1 In such scenarios, computational ap-
proaches can be applied to simulate drug concentrations and 
responses in children when it is difficult to obtain adequate 
data or sample sizes to evaluate the PK/PD of a pharmaceu-
tical agent of interest.1 Physiologically- based pharmacoki-
netic (PBPK) modeling is one computational approach that 
simulates drug concentrations with respect to time and can 
be applied across the pediatric age range.2 It has, thus, gar-
nered increased interest and use for pediatric populations. 
Currently, pediatric PBPK models are predominately rep-
resentative of children with normal weight, but nearly 30% 
of children in the United States are overweight or obese.3 
Due to comorbid conditions, children with overweight and 

obesity are more likely to require treatment with medica-
tions than normal- weight peers4 and it is therefore necessary 
to identify if physiologic model inputs (e.g., organ volumes) 
require adjustments in children with overweight or obesity.

Pediatric PBPK models use the expected anatomy and 
physiology of children (e.g., organ sizes, blood flows, etc.) in 
combination with drug- related properties (e.g., physiochem-
ical characteristics, lipid solubility, enzyme and transporter 
kinetics, etc.) to mechanistically simulate the absorption, dis-
tribution, metabolism, and elimination of the drug in ques-
tion.5 These models evolve as pediatric anatomy/physiology 
data become available to more accurately capture changes in 
physiology over age, disease status, etc., and thus more accu-
rately simulate PK in a broad spectrum of children, including 
those with overweight/obesity.

Because the liver is responsible for the elimination of 
greater than 70% of drugs,6 anatomic and physiological 
changes in the liver expected during the course of childhood 
are essential elements for PBPK model development. For 
drugs eliminated by hepatic mechanisms (e.g., phase I metab-
olism), a PBPK model estimates in vivo clearance by apply-
ing scaling factors, including microsomal protein per gram 
of liver (MPPGL) and liver volume, to the intrinsic clearance 
evaluated in an in vitro system (e.g., hepatic microsomes).7 
MPPGL values are available from in vitro studies8 and may 
vary with factors such as age.8,9 Reliable estimates of liver 
volumes in children are needed in PBPK model development 
to help estimate hepatic capacity for drug clearance and thus 
systemic drug concentrations for children.10– 12

been established for children with overweight or obesity, a growing patient population 
for whom PBPK modeling could provide valuable new pharmacology knowledge.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
Are liver volumes in children with overweight or obesity accurately estimated by a 
previously published BSA- based equation derived from children with normal weight?
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
This study demonstrates that liver volumes in children with overweight or obesity can 
be accurately estimated using BSA- based equations previously established in chil-
dren with normal weight, whereas estimations of liver volume as a function of other 
parameters, such as age, require corrections for weight status.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OR 
TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
Accurate estimates of liver volume are critical scalars for predicting hepatic clear-
ance with PBPK models, which are used to help approve and improve pharmaceutical 
therapies for children, 30% whom have overweight/obesity. The strong correlation 
of liver volumes with BSA across weight strata, paired with a weak correlation with 
body mass index z- score, indicates that liver volume increases proportionally with 
overall body size (i.e., BSA) not obesity status per se. Our findings suggesting that 
separate obesity- specific liver volume equations are not necessary for PBPK model 
development, as long as BSA is accounted for.
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Several studies have evaluated liver volume and mass in 
adults and normal- weight children, and demonstrated that 
these important PBPK parameters can be estimated as a func-
tion of anthropometric features such as height,13 body mass 
index (BMI),14 age,14 and sex.13,14 A meta- analysis of 9 pe-
diatric sources (5036 patients) and 11 models that generated 
estimates of pediatric liver volumes using variables, including 
body surface area (BSA), age, sex, and weight determined that 
liver volume (LV) in children was most accurately estimated 
as a function of BSA, which depends on height and weight, 
regardless of sex (LV = 0.722*BSA1.176).15 The model also 
performed well predicting liver volume in adults compared 
to other liver size models in an independent verification.16 
However, despite the prevalence of overweight and obesity in 
the pediatric population, an algorithm to describe LV has not 
been established for these children. Thus, the primary aim of 
this study was to assess the applicability of an existing BSA- 
based liver volume equation derived from children with normal 
weight17,18 to estimate liver volumes measured via magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) and computerized tomography 
(CT) in children with overweight or obesity; the relationship 
of liver volumes with other anthropometric descriptors was 
also considered for comparison and completeness.

METHODS

Two independently collected datasets of liver volumes and 
anthropometric features were collated for this study. Normal 
weight, overweight, or obesity status for children was defined 
using standard BMI criteria for age and sex.3,19,20

Dataset 1 collection and liver volume 
determination

A retrospective chart review of patients aged 2– 20 years, who 
underwent MRI or CT imaging of the abdomen and were not 
known to have conditions that could impact hepatic size or 
function (e.g., abdominal tumors and hepatitis) were included 
in the study. Using software that searched all radiology re-
ports at our institution (PS360 Montage, Nuance), we identi-
fied consecutive MRIs and CTs, which included the whole 
abdomen in the field of view from 2010 to 2017. Height, 
weight, age, sex, race/ethnicity, and comorbidity information 
were collected from a detailed review of the electronic medi-
cal record. BMI (kg/m2) was calculated and children were 
categorized to have normal weight, overweight, or obesity 
based on BMI percentile for age and sex: BMI less than 85th 
percentile (normal weight), 85– 94th percentile (overweight), 
or greater than or equal to 95th percentile (obese).

Z- scores21 were calculated for height, weight, and BMI 
for each record. When the absolute value of a z- score was 

greater than 3, the records were examined in the context of 
other growth measures for that child and removed if they 
were incorrectly recorded.

Images were analyzed in the PACS system (InteleViewer, 
Intelerad Medical Systems Incorporated). Axial images from 
CT studies and T2 MRI sequences were reviewed and liver 
measurements were made with the volume of interest tool. 
Liver contours were traced on each axial slice with coronal 
and sagittal reformats available for reference. Slice thickness 
and skip was interpolated by the volume tool. The inferior 
vena cava (IVC) was excluded from measurement when 
it could be clearly separated from the adjacent liver paren-
chyma. When the IVC could not be easily excluded, or in 
the case of branch veins, they were included in the measure-
ment. The portal vein was included in the region of interest 
measurements in all cases. Regions of interest were drawn to 
exclude the hilum (Figure 1).

This study was approved by the institutional review board 
at Children’s Mercy Hospital as minimal risk with a waiver 
of permission, consent, and assent.

Dataset 2

All procedures for dataset 2 were identical except that all im-
ages were acquired from T2 MRI sequences performed for 
research purposes in children participating in a prospective 
pharmacology trial of proton pump inhibitors in pediatric 
obesity (NCT04248335). Liver volumes measured using 
tracings of the liver contour on imaging were compared to 
liver volumes reported as direct output from the MRI se-
quence and were within 1% of each other (Figure 1).

This study was approved by the institutional review 
board at Children’s Mercy Hospital. Informed consent and 
permission/assent were obtained prior to any study- related 
procedures.

Analysis

The dataset compositions were compared using a student t- 
test for age, and χ2 test for sex, weight class, and distribution 
of self- reported race.

Liver volumes measured on imaging were compared to 
the volumes estimated from the methods published in the 
meta- analysis by Johnson et al.15: BSA was calculated by 
the Haycock22 equation for children less than 15  kg, and 
the Dubois and Dubois23 equation for children greater than 
15 kg and liver volume was calculated as 0.722*BSA1.176. 
A twofold difference from estimated values was quantified 
and the image- measured liver volumes were compared to 
the estimated volumes using twofold error analysis. Image- 
measured liver volumes greater than 2- fold or less than 
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1/2- fold from the estimated volumes were tallied. The co-
efficients of variation (CV) of the image- measured liver 
volumes compared to the liver volumes estimated by each 
subject’s BSA were calculated for each weight group. A 
nonlinear regression, analogous to that already published 
(LV = A*BSAB), was applied and the coefficients (A and 
B) were fit using GraphPad Prism. The extra sum- of- squares 
F test was used to determine whether one regression, or re-
gressions specific to each weight class were required. The 
nonlinear regressions and analyses were applied to sub-
groups of children based on commonly employed age bins: 
child (6– 12  years), adolescent (12– 18  years), and young 
adult (18– 21 years).

The following variables were independently examined for 
their ability to estimate liver volume in each weight class: 
age, height, weight, BMI, BMI z- score, lean body mass 
(LBM), and fat- free mass (FFM). We also included BSA 
calculated following the methods as described by Johnson 
et al.15 as a comparator. LBM was calculated using the equa-
tion by Peters et al.24 FFM was calculated using the equation 
by Al Sallami et al.25 Pearson correlation coefficients were 
calculated for each variable as an estimator of liver volume. 
Linear equations were fit for each variable using the general-
ized linear model (glm) function in R Studio as an estimator 
of liver volume for the entire dataset and subdivided into nor-
mal weight, overweight, and obese datasets. The CVs were 
calculated for each equation (composite, normal weight, 
overweight, and obese).

RESULTS

Datasets

Liver volume data were collected for 48 children (ages 2 to 
20 years) in dataset 1. Data from six children were removed 
due to comorbid conditions that could affect liver size in-
dependent of weight status (hepatoblastoma, lymphoma 
and hyperbilirubinemia, metastatic leukemia, alpha- 1- 
antitrypsin deficiency, Ewing’s sarcoma with rapid weight 
loss, and known non- alcoholic fatty liver disease), resulting 
in a dataset of 42 patients. Age was available for every pa-
tient and height and weight were available for 40 patients 
(Figure 2). Twenty of the final images were acquired from 
MRI and 22 from CT. MRI and demographic data were 
obtained for all 51 subjects (ages 6 to 21  years) in data-
set 2. Descriptive statistics for each dataset are reported in 
Table 1 and the distribution of the datasets into age bins is 
shown in Figure 3.

The datasets were similar with respect to sex and weight 
class distribution. Given differences in age inclusion criteria 

F I G U R E  1  (a) Axial T2 magnetic resonance (MR) images 
through the level of the mid liver from a from a 15 year old girl with 
obesity. (b) Axial MR images from the same patient with an overlay 
showing an example of the manually drawn contours that were used to 
calculate liver volumes. (c) Axial t1 fat saturated MR images from the 
same patient at the same level showing the automated contours (white) 
that were also used to calculate liver volumes. Note the similarity 
between the contours on images in (b) and (c). In a subset of patients 
who had both automated and manually contoured liver volumes 
available (n = 22), the volumes were within 1% of each other.
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for the 2 studies, dataset 2 had a statistically significantly 
higher mean subject age than dataset 1. A significant dif-
ference in the distribution of race was also noted between 
datasets, with dataset 2 having a higher proportion of Black 
participants.

Associations of liver volume with 
anthropometric features

BSA and LBM were most highly correlated to liver volume 
(Table 2). When linear equations for each anthropometric vari-
able were regressed to image- measured liver volumes, BSA 
and LBM had the lowest errors (CVs) and remained among 

the best predictors of liver volume for each weight status 
group, with no discernible difference in CV between weight 
statuses (Table 2). Additionally, the correlation between BMI 
z- score— a continuous indicator of weight status— and liver 
volume was weak (0.32– 0.47), indicating that liver volume 
is not dependent on weight status. With no other anthropo-
metric predictor performing substantially better than BSA 
for all weight classes, and a robust meta- analysis previously 
establishing a significant relationship between BSA and liver 
volume for predominantly normal weight children,15 we evalu-
ated these previously established estimation equations of liver 
volume against image- measured volumes from our independ-
ent pediatric datasets.

F I G U R E  2  Flow of the data available 
after liver volumes were collected in the 
retrospective study (dataset 1) and the 
prospective study (dataset 2). BSA, body 
surface area

T A B L E  1  Descriptive statistics of measured liver volumes in 
pediatric patients

Set 1 Set 2 P

n 42 51

% Male 52 49 Ns

Age 11.7 ± 4.6 14.8 ± 3.0 <0.001

Range 2.6– 19.1 8.8– 20.3

Weight classa Ns

Normal 13 17

Overweight 11 11

Obese 16 23

Race <0.05

Non- Hispanic 
White

30 27

Black 5 18

Hispanic 4 0

Asian 1 1

Native American 0 0

Pacific Islander 0 2

White/Hispanic 0 1

White/Black 0 2

Multiple race, 
unspecified

2 0

aWhen height and weight were available, n = 40 in dataset 1. F I G U R E  3  Age distribution of datasets 1 (black bars) and 2 (grey 
bars)
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Liver volumes of patients with normal, 
overweight, and obesity compared to those 
from a reference estimation

All estimations of liver volume using the equation 
LV  =  0.722*BSA1.176.15 fell within 2- fold of the image- 
measured liver volumes (Figure 4). The CVs for the BSA- 
estimated liver volumes compared to the image- measured 
liver volumes are similar between weight statuses and are 
less than 30% (Table 2).

Nonlinear regressions fit to the analogous function 
LV = A*BSAB were best fit by a single curve for all weight 
classes in dataset 1 (p = 0.86). For dataset 2, the model per-
formed best with different curves for different weight classes 
(p = 0.02). However, this was driven by a regression line for 
overweight children, which was significantly different from 
the regressions for both normal- weight (p  =  0.0003) and 
children with obesity (p = 0.04), whereas a single curve can 
describe the liver volume as a function of BSA for both chil-
dren with normal weight and children with obesity (p = 0.29; 
Figure 5). Nonlinear regressions fit to the analogous function 
LV = A*BSAB were best fit by a single curve for all weight 
classes when subgroup analysis was applied based on age 
bins: 6– 12 years (p = 0.61), 12– 18 years (p = 0.33), and 18– 
21 years (p = 0.38).

There were no significant differences in the above regres-
sions for males and females in dataset 1, whereas boys and 
girls were fit by different regressions in dataset 2. In dataset 
2, boys had greater liver volume in relation to BSA when 
BSA was greater than 1.66, whereas liver volume was greater 
in girls with a smaller BSA. Both datasets showed signifi-
cant differences in the relationships between liver volume 
and BSA for White and Black participants. Although dataset 
1 showed that at similar BSAs, the liver volume was larger 
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in children who were Black compared to the liver volume 
of children who were White, dataset 2 showed that at simi-
lar BSAs, the liver volume of children who were White was 
larger than the liver volume of children who were Black. 
There were no significant differences in liver volume as a 
function of BSA in dataset 1 for the liver volumes collected 
by CT or by MRI (Figure S1).

DISCUSSION

BSA has been proposed as a measure to estimate liver vol-
ume.15,26,27 However, equations estimating liver volumes in 
children have thus far not considered weight status, stratified 
categorically as normal, overweight, and obese according to 
current BMI percentile- based criteria, as a covariate. Studies 
in adults suggest that weight status may alter liver volume. 
For instance, liver volume significantly decreased with 
weight loss in adults following bariatric surgery28 and fol-
lowing a low-  or very- low- calorie diet prior to bariatric sur-
gery.29 Our data confirm that the published BSA- dependent 
liver volume equation reliably estimates liver volume for 
children independent of weight status, with every child in our 
dataset having less than twofold error for estimated versus 
measured volume (Figures 4 and 5) as well as consistently 
low CVs (<30%) across weight strata (Table 2). The strong 
correlation of liver volumes with BSA, paired with a weak 
correlation with BMI z- score, indicates that  liver volume in-
creases proportionally with overall body size (i.e., BSA) not 
obesity status per se, suggesting that separate obesity- specific 
liver volume equations are not necessary for PBPK model 
development. These findings are strengthened by observed 

reliability of the liver volume equation independent of the 
measuring image modality used (CT or MRI).

This study also independently evaluated other anthropo-
metric variables as estimators of liver volume in children with 
normal weight, overweight, or obesity. Size- related variables, 
particularly BSA and LBM, were the most reliable estimators 
and superior to age. Although several established models esti-
mate liver volume solely by age,30– 33 our results suggest that 
when pediatric liver volumes are estimated on the basis of 
age alone, adjustments must also be made for weight status 
(Figure  S2). Moreover, subgroup analysis in commonly used 
age groups reaffirmed that liver volume can be adequately es-
timated by a single regression to BSA, despite weight status. 
LBM estimated liver volume with similar reliability to BSA. It 
has been suggested that, because metabolic processes are pri-
marily confined to lean tissues, LBM, or FFM may be useful in 
understanding the clearance of drugs in children with obesity. 
Because LBM is often approximated by FFM, FFM might be a 
preferred scalar.25 In the current study, there was little difference 
in the reliability of LBM or FFM in estimating liver volume.

Both race12,15,34– 36 and sex29 have been reported to signifi-
cantly impact liver volume. A scaling factor was applied to the 
Johnson et al. equation to correct for liver size in a Chinese pop-
ulation,36 but further analysis based on data from Wang et al.37 
and Li et al.38 has shown that the scaling factor is only needed 
for boys (unpublished results of Pan X, Salem F, Johnson TN, 
et al., Certara UK limited, 2020). In our cohort, we could not 
confirm that race could affect liver volume in any consistent 
manner. In addition, boys have been reported to have larger liv-
ers29; however, this appears to be a function of differences in 
body composition (i.e., boys have larger LBM or BSA),39 and 
when these covariates are accounted for, sex differences are not 

F I G U R E  5  Liver volumes versus body surface area (BSA). Dataset 1 (panel a) and dataset 2 (panel b). BSA was calculated using the method 
described by Johnson et al. Regression lines are fit to weight class (normal, overweight, or obese) using LV = A*BSAB. The solid line shows the 
estimates of liver volume as a function of BSA as published by Johnson et al.15
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apparent.15 We did not observe differences in liver volumes, 
when predicted as a function of BSA, for boys versus girls in 
dataset 1, whereas boys had larger livers at larger BSAs and 
smaller livers at smaller BSAs than girls in dataset 2. Thus, the 
primary determinant of liver volume appears to be body size, as 
best described by BSA.

A potential limitation of this study is that we assessed liver 
volume, as opposed to mass. However, organ volume mea-
surement is readily available in vivo, which is important for 
developing clinically applicable PBPK models. Organ vol-
umes have been noted to be good predictors of organ mass 
and function, and densities allow conversion from volume 
to mass (1.08 for liver). However, it is possible that these 
densities may not be consistent across normal, overweight, 
and obese weight groups as increases in free fat content in 
obese individuals could alter tissue density. As such, further 
research into potential variability in organ density as a con-
sequence of obesity is warranted for optimal obesity PBPK 
model development.

Drug dosages in children are often prescribed according 
to BSA, weight, or LBM.40 It is often uncertain if adjustments 
to dosing algorithms need to be made for children with obe-
sity. This study suggests that liver size correlates well with 
both BSA and LBM. Because liver size is associated with 
drug metabolizing capacity in the liver, it appears that either 
measure may appropriately account for liver functionality and 
thus hepatic clearance. However, this study was not designed 
to address the cellular composition of liver volumes. Excess 
deposits of adipose tissue, which may not be as metabolically 
active as hepatocytes, may contribute to the volumes of livers 
of children with overweight or obesity and thus increases in 
metabolic activity may not be directly proportional. However, 
weight gain and obesity affect many systems in the body, 
where they may exert differential effects and extrapolation of 
our observations beyond the liver warrants caution. Because 
PBPK models may use liver volumes as critical scalars to es-
timate drug clearance and concentrations, this study suggests 
that liver volume estimations as a function of BSA do not 
need adjustment for weight class, whereas estimations as a 
function of age may require additional anthropometric input 
to accurately estimate drug concentrations in children with 
overweight or obesity.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The relationship previously developed to estimate liver 
volume as a function of BSA (LV  =  722*BSA1.176) in 
children applies to children of all weight status, including 
overweight and obesity.

2. Reliability of this liver volume Equation 2 is repli-
cated across different imaging modalities and volume- 
determining methodology.
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